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1 Introduction
Three-dimensional gravity models are an interesting playground to study problems in quan-
tum gravity. In particular, three dimensional general relativity (GR) with or without cos-
mological constant is known to be described by a Chern-Simons (CS) gauge theory [1, 2], at
least classically. The presence of a negative cosmological constant not only makes it possible
to have black hole solutions [3, 4] but also leads to the boundary global degrees of freedom
by defining an asymptotic boundary and imposing appropriate boundary conditions [5].
In spacetimes with asymptotic boundaries, one can define the asymptotic symmetry group
as the group of boundary condition preserving gauge transformations. For asymptotically
locally anti-de Sitter (AdS3) spacetimes, the asymptotic symmetry group consists of two
copies of the Virasoro algebra with a classical central extension. This approach to quantum
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gravity is one of the earliest applications of the AdS/CFT correspondence which organizes
our understanding of a quantum gravity theory in terms of a dual conformal field theory
(CFT) and vice versa.
Although the lack of local degrees of freedom in three dimensional GR can be regarded
as a technical simplification, it makes it less interesting from a perturbative field theoretic
point of view in which propagating degrees of freedom play an important role. One way
to compensate for this shortcoming in a purely gravitational manner is to add higher-
derivative terms to GR, which can lead to new massive spin-2 modes in the spectrum [6, 7].
From the CFT point of view this would correspond to deforming the dual CFT by a new
operator which couples to this new massive bulk mode. Deformations in unitary two
dimensional CFTs are restricted by Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem [8]. The presence of a
holographic c-theorem [9] can clarify the role of the higher-curvature terms [10], as it
implies a restriction on the coupling constants of these higher-derivative interactions in
the bulk.
The main aim of this paper is to systematically construct higher-derivative exten-
sions of three dimensional gravity which are free of scalar ghosts and consistent with a
holographic c-theorem. In this construction, we exploit a first order formulation which is
denoted as the ‘Chern-Simons-like’ formulation [11, 12]. In this formulation the dynami-
cal fields are a set of one-forms, denoted by flavor indices r, s, t, . . ., taking values in the
three-dimensional Lorentz group SO(2,1),
ar = (ar aµ dx
µ)Ja , Ja ∈ so(2, 1) . (1.1)
The CS-like Lagrangian three-form constructible from these Lorentz-valued one-forms can
be defined as
LCS-like =
1
2
〈
grsa
r ∧ das + 23frsta
r ∧ as ∧ at
〉
. (1.2)
Here grs is a symmetric and invertible metric on the flavor space, and the coupling con-
stants frst define a totally symmetric flavor tensor. This construction is completely gauge
invariant under SO(2,1) once we use the spin-connection ω as the gauge field and the
trace over Lorentz indices in the three dimensional representation of SO(2,1) [13]. The
corresponding bilinear form, structure constants and covariant derivative are given by
〈Ja, Jb〉 = ηab , [Ja, Jb] = ǫab
cJc and D ≡ d+
1
2 [ω, ] . (1.3)
The dualized curvature two-form is then given by1
Ra = Dωa = dωa +
1
2
ǫabcω
bωc . (1.4)
Whenever the combinations ǫabcf
r
st are the structure constants of some Lie algebra and
grsηab a bilinear form on this algebra, then the theory defined by (1.2) is actually a Chern-
Simons gauge theory. There are two parity preserving2 gravity models in three dimensions
1Unless stated explicitly, we normally use the notation in which wedge products are implicit.
2Here, by ‘parity preserving’ theories we mean those Lagrangians which have a definite parity, PL = ±L,
while ‘parity violating’ Lagrangians have no definite parity.
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for which this is the case. They are Einstein gravity, of even parity, and conformal gravity3
which is odd under parity. They have the following first order actions:
Parity-even, SEinstein ≡ S0 = −
1
κ2
∫ 〈
e ∧
(
R− Λ03 e ∧ e
)〉
, (1.5)
Parity-odd, SConformal ≡ S1 =
1
2κ2µ
∫ 〈
ω ∧
(
dω + 23ω ∧ ω
)
+ 2f ∧ De
〉
. (1.6)
Here κ2 = 8πG is the three dimensional Planck length and Λ0 the cosmological constant
with the dimension of (mass)2 while µ is a parameter with the dimension of mass. This
amounts to a dimensionless coupling constant for conformal gravity which is a conformally
invariant theory. Due to the lack of any local degrees of freedom, these models can be
written purely as Chern-Simons gauge theories for SO(2,2) and SO(2,3) respectively, where
e, ω and f correspond to the gauge fields for translations, rotations and special conformal
transformations, respectively [1, 2, 16]. For a recent discussion of these theories, see [17].
In this work we will consider extensions of the above theories in the CS-like formulation
to include dynamical spin-2 degrees of freedom by introducing sufficiently many auxiliary
one-forms in a parity preserving way. After integrating out these auxiliary one-forms, the
resulting theory is a parity-even or a parity-odd higher-derivative theory of gravity. The
most general set of parity violating models can be constructed by combining the parity-
even and odd theories. The first of these parity violating models is topologically massive
gravity (TMG) [6], which is the sum of the actions (1.5) and (1.6) and propagates a
single massive helicity-2 state with one local degree of freedom. An example of a parity
preserving extension which describes two helicity-±2 states, with two degrees of freedom,
is ‘new massive gravity’ (NMG) [7, 18].
Both TMG and NMGmay be described in terms of a first order CS-like formulation [11,
19–21]. The first order formulation of conformal gravity given in (1.6), which is a three-
derivative action in terms of the metric is an example of how one can exchange a higher-
derivative action for a first order action containing auxiliary fields. In the case of conformal
gravity this auxiliary field is the one-form fa [14, 15] — see [22] for a recent review.
In [11, 21] this approach was extended to four-derivative actions by introducing two extra
auxiliary one-form fields (fa, ha) to obtain NMG, which for future reference we denote
by S2:
SNMG ≡ S2 = S0 −
1
κ2m2
∫
〈f ∧ (R+ e ∧ f) + h ∧ De〉 . (1.7)
The equivalent four derivative action is recovered after integrating out the two auxiliary
fields.
Originally, NMG was not found in the first order form given above. Instead, it was
constructed by extending GR in 3D with higher-curvature RµνR
µν and R2 terms. It was
found that the theory describes the two degrees of freedom of a massive spin-2 degree of
freedom only for a particular combination of higher-curvature terms [7, 18, 23]. Moving
away from this special combination introduces a third scalar degree of freedom correspond-
ing to a Boulware-Deser ghost mode [24]. Interestingly, it is only possible to write down
3This model is sometimes referred to as conformal Chern-Simons gravity, denoted as CSG [14, 15].
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a CS-like formulation of R2 extended gravity if the higher-curvature terms occur precisely
in the ghost-free NMG combination. We will use this observation as a guiding principle to
construct further generalizations of higher-derivative massive gravity in three dimensions
which, as we will show explicitly, are free of scalar ghost excitations.
For the parity-even sector, we start by considering Einstein gravity (1.5). First, we
include two auxiliary fields to obtain NMG. Next, we will show that by adding an additional
set of two auxiliary fields we obtain a six derivative theory which generically propagates two
massive spin-2 modes. The resulting theory is a combination of the R3 terms considered
in [25] as extended NMG and RR terms also considered in [26] as parity-even tricritical
(PET) gravity. We analyze the linear spectrum of the theory and find that even though for
a general choice of parameters the scalar ghosts are absent, one of the two massive spin-2
modes is either tachyonic or a ghost. An exception is the cubic extended NMG model in
which the RR terms are absent [25] and only one massive spin-2 mode is propagated.
Upon assigning a wrong sign to the EH term, this single massive spin-2 mode is not a ghost.
All higher curvature extended models of NMG, however suffer from a unitarity conflict in
AdS, as their corresponding boundary central charge is negative. These results imply
that even though the scalar ghosts can be avoided in higher-derivative gravity theories, the
unitarity problems persist, either in the form of massive spin-2 ghosts or negative boundary
central charge.
These problems become less urgent at special points in the parameter space where
either one or both of the massive modes become massless and a degeneracy takes place.
At these points the dual CFT obtains a non-diagonalizable Jordan cell [27] and after
adopting the appropriate logarithmic boundary conditions [28–30] becomes a logarithmic
CFT (LCFT) — see [31] for a recent review. LCFTs are known to be non-unitary, however,
they have a range of applications in condensed matter physics and statistical mechanics.
In the parity-odd sector, we start with conformal gravity (1.6). In this case, adding two
auxiliary fields will break the conformal symmetry of the original theory, and the resulting
five derivative theory propagates three local degrees of freedom: a ‘partially massless’
mode [32] and the two helicity-±2 states of a massive spin-2 mode. In this case, there is
no way to tune the mass of the massive mode to zero. However, there is a special point
where the massive mode degenerates with the partially massless mode.
In both sectors, all auxiliary fields and consequently all higher-derivative terms in
the action are engendered by the Schouten and Cotton tensors, defined below in (2.3)
and (2.5). The novelty, due to the presence of the Cotton tensor, is that it allows for actions
containing terms with derivatives of curvatures consistent with a holographic c-theorem. In
this way the class of higher-derivative theories admitting a holographic c-theorem in three
dimensions is larger than the class of theories considered in [25, 33], which only included
higher-curvature terms containing Schouten tensor. In fact we prove that the absence of
the scalar ghosts imply an underlying holographic c-theorem in the bulk.4 Furthermore,
since the resulting higher-derivative gravity theory contains massive spin-2 ghosts, this
shows that the presence of such a holographic c-theorem does not guarantee unitarity in
the bulk theory.
4For a similar conclusion about higher curvature extensions of NMG see [34].
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the general procedure to
construct higher-derivative gravities in the CS-like formulation. We derive a general action
principle for the parity-even theories and the parity-odd theories separately and show that
all of these extensions contain the required secondary (and second-class) constraints needed
to remove the Boulware-Deser ghost. In section 3 we explicitly construct the six and eight
derivative extension of GR and analyze the linear spectrum of the former to verify that
it propagates two massive spin-2 excitations. By explicitly deriving the kinetic and the
mass terms of the bulk modes in the Lagrangian, we show that one of the two massive
spin-2 modes is either tachyonic or a ghost. There are, however, critical lines and points
in the parameter space where the massive modes either disappear or become massless
and degenerate with the pure gauge mode. In section 4 we discuss AdS holography for
these models. We identify the conserved boundary charges and show that, when adopting
Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions, the asymptotic symmetry algebra consists of two
copies of the Virasoro algebra. We compute the semi-classical central charge for the six
derivative model and give an expression for the new anomalies when the central charge
becomes zero. The dual CFT at these points is expected to be logarithmic as they lead to
the appearance of Jordan cells. Furthermore, we show the consistency of all the theories
constructed in this way with a holographic c-theorem. Finally, we have included two
appendices. In appendix A we discuss the identification of the first class constraints of
the CS-like theories which generate the gauge symmetries and the corresponding boundary
charges. Appendix B is devoted to the analysis of the parity-odd five-derivative extension
of the gravitational Chern-Simons term.
2 Extended massive gravity models
In this section, we give a procedure to derive higher-derivative extensions of 3D GR which
propagate multiple massive spin-2 particles. The extensions are obtained from an auxiliary
field formalism which, as we will show, guarantees the freedom from scalar ghosts. However,
as we will show in section 3.1, the higher-derivative nature of the theory does lead to the
presence of massive spin-2 ghosts.
Our starting point is a first order, Chern-Simons-like formalism [11, 12], defined by a
Lagrangian three-form depending on the dreibein ea, the dualized spin-connection ωa and
a number of new auxiliary Lorentz vector valued one-forms faI and h
a
I . The advantage of
this approach is that it automatically leads to higher-derivative terms which are free of
scalar ghosts, as we will show below.
The construction is such that the field equations will always ensure the vanishing of
the torsion two-form
T a = Dea = dea + ǫabcω
bec = 0 . (2.1)
Assuming the invertibility of the dreibein it is possible to solve this equation for the spin-
connection in terms of the dreibein: ωa = ωa(e). Varying the Einstein gravity action (1.5)
w.r.t. ea gives the equation Ra = 12Λ0ǫ
abcebec, which can be written in the metric form as
Gµν + Λ0 gµν = 0, where Gµν = Rµν −
1
2Rgµν is the Einstein tensor.
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Varying the conformal gravity action (1.6) w.r.t. fa, ωa and ea gives the field equations,
Dea = 0 ,
Ra + ǫabc f
bec = 0 , (2.2)
Dfa = 0 .
Assuming the invertibility of the dreibein, the auxiliary field fa can be solved for in terms
of the curvature two-form as
fµν ≡ fµ
aeν a = −
(
Rµν −
1
4Rgµν
)
≡ −Sµν(e) . (2.3)
The last equation in (2.2) then gives a third order differential equation for the dreibein:
Cµν(e) ≡ e
−1ǫ(µ|
αβ∇αSβ|ν) = 0. Here Sµν and Cµν are the symmetric Schouten and Cotton
tensors respectively, constructed from the dreibein ea.
Varying the NMG action (1.7) the following field equations arise:
Dea = 0 ,
Ra + ǫabcebf c = 0 ,
Dfa + ǫabcebh c = 0 ,
Dha + 12ǫ
abc
(
fbfc − 2m
2ebfc −m
2Λ0ebec
)
= 0 .
(2.4)
The first equation in (2.4) is the torsion constraint, the second one is solved as in (2.3) and
the third equation gives,
hµν ≡ hµ
aeν a = e
−1ǫ(µ|
αβ∇αSβ |ν) = Cµν(e) . (2.5)
The last equation in (2.4) then leads to an equation for the dreibein which is fourth order
in derivatives.
Looking at equations (2.2) and (2.4) suggests to continue this logic to obtain arbitrarily
higher-derivative extensions of 3D GR. Inspired by the above we consider the following
schematic extension of the equations:
1 Dea = 0 ,
2 Ra + ǫabcebf1 c = 0 ,
3 Df1
a + ǫabcebh1 c = 0 ,
4 Dh1
a + ǫabcebf2 c + . . . = 0 ,
...
...
2N + 1 DfN
a + ǫabcebhN c + . . . = 0 ,
2N + 2 DhN
a + . . . = 0 .
(2.6)
The structure of these equations is such that they may be solved one after the other, starting
with the first one, in terms of derivatives acting on the dreibein. The number appearing
before each equation denotes the maximum number of derivatives of the dreibein which
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may appear in the equation after all fields have been solved. The dots denote terms which
may contain fewer derivatives or an equal number of derivatives acting on ea.
The first equation in (2.6) solves for the spin-connection in terms of the dreibein. The
next two equations are already solved as in (2.3) and (2.5). The other auxiliary form fields
(fI , hI) can be obtained in terms of e and derivatives acting on it, such that the final
equation is a higher-derivative field equation for the dreibein. This set of equations may
terminate with an equation for DhN or DfN+1. The final equation then becomes, an even-
or an odd-order partial differential equation for the dreibein corresponding to a parity-even
or parity-odd theory respectively.
We can diagramatise the even and odd cases as follows
Even:
Einstein︷ ︸︸ ︷
e
•−→
ω
◦−→
2 dof︷ ︸︸ ︷
f1
◦−→
h1
◦︸ ︷︷ ︸
NMG
−→
f2
◦ · · ·−→
fN
◦ −→
hN
◦ ⇒ 2N dof , N ≥ 0
Odd:
Conformal︷ ︸︸ ︷
e
•−→
ω
◦−→
f1
◦−→
2 dof︷ ︸︸ ︷
h1
◦−→
f2
◦ · · ·−→
hN
◦ −→
fN+1
◦ ⇒ 2N + 1 dof , N ≥ 1
The sequential form of the diagram shows which fields are solved in terms of which ones.
The filled circle denotes the assumption of invertibility of the dreibein. All other fields
(open circles) need not be invertible.
2.1 Action principle
In both even and odd cases the set of equations (2.6) can be integrated to an action
by the same general procedure. The field with the highest number of derivatives on the
dreibein (hN for even parity, fN+1 for odd parity) can be used as a multiplier for the
torsion constraint. The field with one derivative less will be used to multiply the second
equation, and so on, until half of the field equations have been used. The rest of the
field equations then follow from the action by varying the fields with a lower number of
derivatives acting on the dreibein. This procedure guarantees that the highest number of
derivatives appearing in the action after solving for all the auxiliary fields is 2N +2 for the
parity-even models and 2N + 3 for the parity-odd models. We find the following actions
for the parity-even and parity-odd cases.
Parity-even models. The parity preserving extensions of the Einstein gravity ac-
tion (1.5) in CS-like form can be obtained from the following recursive action:
S2N = S2N−2 +
κ−2
(m2)N
∫ [ ∑
I+J=N
〈fI ∧ DhJ〉+
∑
I+J+K=N+1
αIJK 〈fI ∧ fJ ∧ fK〉
+
∑
I+J+K=N
J,K 6=0
βIJK 〈fI ∧ hJ ∧ hK〉
]
, (2.7)
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where I = 0, 1, · · · , N in both fI and hI with (f0, h0) ≡ (e, ω). The starting value in
this recursive relation is given by the Einstein gravity action S0 given in eq. (1.5). As an
example, the action S2 is already constructed in eq. (1.7).
Parity-odd models. The parity preserving extension of (1.6) in CS-like form can be
obtained from the following recursive action:
S2N+1 = S2N−1+
κ−2
µ(µ2)N
∫ [ ∑
I+J=N
〈hI ∧ DhJ〉+
∑
I+J+K=N
I,J,K 6=0
αIJK 〈hI ∧ hJ ∧ hK〉
+
∑
I+J=N+1
〈fI ∧ DfJ〉+
∑
I+J+K=N+1
K 6=0
βIJK 〈fI ∧ fJ ∧ hK〉
]
. (2.8)
Here I = 0, 1, · · · , N+1 in fI and I = 0, 1, · · · , N in hI with (f0, h0) ≡ (e, ω). The starting
value in this recursive relation is given by the conformal gravity action S1 given in eq. (1.6).
As an example we give here the explicit form of the next action S3:
S3 = S1 +
1
κ2µ3
∫
〈e ∧ Df2 + h1 ∧ (R+ e ∧ f1) + αf1 ∧ Df1〉 . (2.9)
We will analyze this model in appendix B.
Not all couplings αIJK and βIJK in (2.7) and (2.8) are physical. For a given N we have
2N auxiliary fields in the even sector and 2N + 1 in the odd case which can be rescaled
such that the same number of coefficients may be set to unity. In eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we
have already exhausted N + 1 and N + 2 of these rescalings, respectively, by canonically
normalizing the N + 1 and N + 2 kinetic terms. Similarly, we also have the freedom to
redefine the auxiliary fields as fN → fN+am
2fN−1+ . . . for some arbitrary constant a (and
likewise for hN ). Such field redefinitions can always be used to simplify or cancel terms
appearing in S2N and S2N+1. In the concrete examples presented in eqs. (1.7) and (2.9),
and the ones coming later, we have used such shifts to cancel the kinetic terms of the lower
order action.
In this work we will only analyze extensions which preserve parity. It is straightforward
to extend the analysis to parity-violating models, such as TMG, by taking the sum of an
even and odd parity theory. We will explicitly construct the even and odd parity extensions
up to eight derivatives in the metric formalism. In section 3.1, we will perform the linearized
analysis and confirm that generically each set of auxiliary fields will add 2 massive spin-
2 degrees of freedom. Before closing this section, we will comment on the absence of
scalar ghosts and the growth of local degrees of freedom by adding each (f, h)-pair of
auxiliary fields.
2.2 Absence of scalar ghosts
The advantage of the first order formulation over the metric form is that it is relatively
easy to count the number of local degrees of freedom (dof) and identify the second class
constraints which remove the Boulware-Deser scalar ghost. They arise from the symmetry
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of the auxiliary fields hµν and fµν ,
f[µν] = 0 , h[µν] = 0 . (2.10)
These constraints can be derived directly from the equations of motion (2.6) by acting on
them with an exterior derivative and using that d2 = 0. By invertibility of the dreibein,
the first equation in (2.6) simplifies to f1 ae
a = 0 and the second one gives h1 ae
a = 0,
whose spatial projections are secondary constraints in a Hamiltonian formulation of the
theory [11, 12]. The counting of degrees of freedom was shown in [11] for NMG but it can
be generalized to all CS-like theories considered in the preceding section. The absence of
additional scalar degrees of freedom then follows from a counting similar to the NMG case,
provided that the secondary constraints (2.10) are second class and do not lead to further
tertiary constraints.5 After a space-time decomposition of the fields, the time components
fa0 and h
a
0, become Lagrange multipliers for a set of six primary constraints and the spatial
components of the fields, fai and h
a
i , add to the canonical variables of the theory. Along
with the additional secondary constraints fa[ij] = 0 and h
a
[ij] = 0, each pair of auxiliary
fields will add
1
2
(12− 6− 2) = 2 (2.11)
degrees of freedom to the theory. These two degrees of freedom correspond to the two
helicity states of a massive spin-2 mode in three dimensions. This counting works for all
vector valued one-form pairs (fI , hJ). Hence, any action which gives the equations of
motion with the general structure given in eq. (2.6) is guaranteed to produce a higher-
derivative extension of gravity in three dimensions, free of scalar ghosts.
3 Extended new massive gravity
In this section we construct the extensions in the parity-even sector given in eq. (2.7) up
to eight derivatives. A similar analysis for the odd case is done in appendix B up to seven
derivatives. Below we will first introduce the model. Next, in section 3.1 we will perform a
linearized analysis of the model while in section 3.2 we will investigate critical points and
critical lines in the parameter space.
The NMG action S2 which is fourth order in derivatives was already given in eq. (1.7).
The next step is to construct the six derivative action S4. Its Lagrangian three-form
6 can
be derived using the recursive action (2.7). We find the following result:
L4 = −ea
(
σRa −
Λ0
6
ǫabce
bec
)
+
1
2m2
ǫabce
af1
bf1
c −
1
m4
[
eaDh2
a
+
a
6
ǫabcf1
af1
bf1
c + f2 a
(
Ra + ǫabcebf1 c
)
+ b h1 a
(
Df1
a + 12ǫ
abcebh1 c
) ]
,
(3.1)
5In this counting we assume that adding these new auxiliary fields does not change the number of gauge
symmetries. This is actually what happens for conformal gravity; the presence of additional symmetries
cancels the degree of freedom introduced by fa, see [15].
6We define the Lagrangian three form L and the Lagrangian density L as S = 1
κ2
∫
L = 1
κ2
∫
e d3xL,
where e denotes the determinant of the dreibein.
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where we have introduced a sign parameter σ = ±1 and two arbitrary dimensionless
parameters a, b. The dimensionful parameters Λ0 and m
2 were already introduced in
eqs. (1.5) and (1.7).
The equations of motions for this Lagrangian, obtained by varying with respect to h2
a,
f2
a, h1
a, f1
a, ωa and ea, respectively, are given by
Dea = 0 ,
Ra + ǫabcebf1 c = 0 ,
Df1
a + ǫabcebh1 c = 0 ,
bDh1
a + 12ǫ
abc
(
a f1 bf1 c + 2ebf2 c − 2m
2ebf1 c
)
= 0 ,
Df2
a + ǫabc (b f1 bh1 c + ebh2 c) = 0 ,
Dh2
a + 12ǫ
abc
(
2f2 bf1 c + b h1 bh1 c −m
2f1 bf1 c − Λ0m
4ebec − 2m
4σ ebf1 c
)
= 0 .
(3.2)
The first equation imposes the zero torsion constraint and allows the spin-connection to be
solved for in terms of the dreibein. Moving down the line, we find for the fields f1µν and
h1µν the following expressions:
f1µν = −Sµν(e) and h1µν = Cµν(e) . (3.3)
These in turn fix the expressions for f2µν and h2µν as follows:
f2µν = −bDµν + a
(
Pµν −
1
4Pgµν
)
−m2Sµν , (3.4)
h2µν = −Eµν − 2b
(
Qµν −
1
4Qgµν
)
+ b SCµν , (3.5)
where D,E, P and Q are defined by
Dµν ≡ e
−1ǫ(µ|
αβ∇αCβ|ν) , Pµν ≡ Gµ
ρSνρ , (3.6)
Eµν ≡ e
−1ǫ(µ|
αβ∇αf2β|ν) , Qµν ≡ C(µ
ρSν)ρ . (3.7)
Substituting these expressions back into the action leads to the following ‘extended’ NMG
(ENMG) Lagrangian density
LENMG ≡ L4 =
1
2
{
σR− 2Λ0 +
1
m2
P +
1
m4
(2a det(S)− bCµνCµν)
}
. (3.8)
At order 1/m2 we have the NMG combination of R2 terms,
P = RµνR
µν −
3
8
R2, (3.9)
while at order 1/m4 we find the following two combinations of six-derivative terms:
−6 det(S) = 2RνµR
ρ
νR
µ
ρ −
9
4
RRµνR
µν +
17
32
R3 ,
CµνCµν = RµνR
µν −
3
8
RR− 3RνµR
ρ
νR
µ
ρ +
5
2
RRµνR
µν −
1
2
R3 .
(3.10)
The last identity is up to total derivatives. This theory is free of scalar ghosts and has four
local degrees of freedom by construction, as was verified in section 2.2.
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We can systematically continue this program and find more and more higher order
terms. As an example we present the eight-derivative theory:
L6 = LENMG +
1
m6
{
κ1
(
PµνP
µν − 38P
2
)
+ κ2
(
SρµCρνC
µν − 12SCµνC
µν
)
+ κ3
(
CµνC
µν + 3SρµCρνC
µν + SCµνC
µν
)}
, (3.11)
with parameters κ1, κ2 and κ3. One can simplify the κ1-term using the Schouten identity
/S
4
µν =
1
2(/S
2
µν)
2, where /S is the traceless Schouten tensor, /Sµν = Sµν −
1
3Sgµν , as follows:
−
κ1
12
(
16SSρµS
σ
ρS
µ
σ − 3(SµνS
µν)2 − 18SµνS
µνS2 + 5S4
)
. (3.12)
The a- and κ1-terms above are precisely the combination of R
3 and R4 terms found
by Sinha in [25] by demanding the presence of a holographic c-theorem in higher-derivative
extensions of new massive gravity, see also [33]. The b-, κ2- and κ3-terms were not con-
sidered in their considerations regarding the holographic c-theorem. We will comment on
this in section 4.4.
3.1 Linearization
In this section we study the extended NMG theory by linearizing the model around a
maximally symmetric vacuum parametrized by a background dreibein e¯, spin-connection
ω¯ and cosmological constant Λ that satisfy
R¯a ≡ D¯ω¯a =
Λ
2
ǫabce¯
be¯c , D¯e¯a = 0 . (3.13)
All barred quantities refer to the background. The background values for the auxiliary
fields can be determined by their background equations of motion. Since the parity-even
and parity-odd models have the same field equations, these fields have the same background
values in both models. The f fields all have background values proportional to the back-
ground dreibein. The h fields, which are constructed from the Cotton tensor, vanish on
this background. We parametrize the vector-valued fluctuations of the one-forms around
the vacuum as
e = e¯+ κ k0 , ω = ω¯ + κ v0 ,
f1 = −
Λ
2 e¯+ κ k1 , h1 = κ v1 , (3.14)
f2 = −
Λ
2
(
m2 + aΛ4
)
e¯+ κ k2 , h2 = κ v2 ,
...
...
where we used κ as a small expansion parameter. We next substitute eq. (3.14) into the
recursive action (2.7) and keep the quadratic terms which are κ-independent.
We first focus on the quadratic Lagrangians L
(2)
0 and L
(2)
1 corresponding to the Einstein
gravity action (1.5) and the conformal gravity action (1.6) which have no propagating
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degrees of freedom. Plugging the expressions (3.14) into the actions (1.5) and (1.6) we find
L
(2)
0 =−
{
kaD¯v
a +
1
2
ǫabc e¯
a
(
vbvc − Λkbkc
)}
, Λ = Λ0 , (3.15)
L
(2)
1 =µ
−1
{
k1 a
(
D¯ka + ǫabc e¯
bvc
)
+
1
2
va
(
D¯va − Λǫabc e¯
bkc
)}
, (3.16)
where we have defined k ≡ k0 and v ≡ v0. By using the field equations for v
a and ka1 it
is possible to eliminate them in L
(2)
0 and L
(2)
1 . We thus obtain the quadratic Lagrangian
density in the following more conventional second order form:
L
(2)
0 = −k
µνGµν(k) and L
(2)
1 = −
1
µ
ǫµαρ∇¯αk
ρνGµν(k) . (3.17)
The corresponding linear field equations are given by
Gµν(k) = 0 and (D
0G(k))µν = 0 . (3.18)
Here Gµν(k) is the linearized Einstein tensor invariant under linear diffeomorphisms. In
the transverse traceless gauge we have,
Gµν(k) = −
1
2
(
¯− 2Λ
)
kµν . (3.19)
Clearly, L
(2)
0 is the linearized Einstein-Hilbert term without any propagating degrees of
freedom. On the other hand, in L
(2)
1 there is an additional partially massless mode satisfying
(D0k)µν = ǫµ
αρ∇¯αkρν = 0 . (3.20)
This equation is invariant under an additional linearized Weyl transformation [15]. Below,
we discuss the linearized theories of the parity-even sector up to S4 and confirm that the
addition of two auxiliary fields adds a massive spin-2 mode. For a similar analysis of the
parity-odd sector we refer to appendix B.
Moving to NMG, we consider the four derivative action S2, see eq. (1.7), where we
have included the auxiliary form fields f1 and h1. The background field equation enforces
the following quadratic relation for Λ:
Λ0 = Λ
(
σ +
Λ
4m2
)
. (3.21)
Making the field redefinition, k1 → k1 −
Λ
2 k, the quadratic Lagrangian three-form reads,
L
(2)
2 =
(
σ −
Λ
2m2
)
L
(2)
0 −
1
m2
{
k1 a
(
D¯va − Λǫabce¯
bkc + 12ǫ
a
bce¯
bkc1
)
+ v1 a
(
D¯ka + ǫabce¯
bvc
)}
,
(3.22)
where L
(2)
0 is given in eq. (3.15). Eliminating v
a and va1 using their equations of motion,
the Lagrangian reduces to the following density:
L
(2)
2 = − σ2k
µνGµν(k)−
2
m2
kµν1 Gµν(k)−
1
2m2
(k1µνk1
µν − k21) ,
=σ2 L
(2)
0 −
1
m4σ2
LFP(k1,M) , σ2 = σ −
Λ
2m2
= −
M2
m2
. (3.23)
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The Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian LFP is given by
LFP(k˜,M) = −k˜
µνGµν(k˜)−
1
2
M2(k˜µν k˜µν − k˜
2) , (3.24)
for a generic massive mode k˜. Assuming that σ2 6= 0, the Lagrangian density L
(2)
2 has been
diagonalized by a proper shift in the k field;
kµν → kµν +
1
m2σ2
k1µν . (3.25)
To avoid tachyons the mass of the massive mode should be bounded as M2 ≥ 0 (see for
instance [35, 36]). In order to avoid ghosts both kinetic terms in (3.23) should come with
the same sign. This already shows that depending on the sign of σ2, either the massless
mode or the massive mode in (3.23) is ghost-like. The massless mode should not be ghost-
like as it determines the charges for the gravitational theory through the Brown-York stress
tensor. We therefore take σ2 > 0. However, restricting to σ2 > 0 results in a massive spin-2
ghost. As we will see later this is a general problem in higher-derivative theories, denoted
as the bulk-boundary unitarity clash.
We now go one step further and consider the quadratic part of the action S4. The
cosmological parameter Λ0 is now related to the physical cosmological constant Λ by the
cubic equation
Λ0 = Λ
(
σ +
Λ
4m2
+
aΛ2
8m4
)
. (3.26)
By performing the field redefinition
k2 → k2 −
Λ
2 (m
2 + aΛ4 )k , k1 → k1 −
Λ
2 k , v2 → v2 +
bΛ
2 v1 , (3.27)
the quadratic Lagrangian three-form part of S4 can be brought into the following form:
L
(2)
4 =
(
σ −
Λ
2m2
−
aΛ2
8m4
)
L
(2)
0 +
1
2m2
(
1 +
aΛ
2m2
)
ǫabce¯
ak1
bkc1
−
1
m4
{
k2 a
(
D¯va − Λǫabce¯
bkc + ǫabce¯
bkc1
)
+ v2 a
(
D¯ka + ǫabce¯
bvc
)
− b v1 a
(
D¯ka1 +
1
2ǫ
a
bce¯
bv1
c
)}
.
(3.28)
Upon eliminating the auxiliary fields va, v1
a and v2
a by using their equations of motion,
the quadratic Lagrangian density may be written as
L
(2)
4 = − σ4 k
µνGµν(k)−
2
m4
kµν2 Gµν(k)−
b
m4
kµν1 Gµν(k1)
+
1
2m2
Θ
(
kµν1 k1µν − k
2
1
)
−
1
m4
(kµν1 k2µν − k1k2) , (3.29)
where
σ4 = σ −
Λ
2m2
−
aΛ2
8m4
and Θ = 1 +
aΛ
2m2
−
bΛ
m2
. (3.30)
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For general values of the parameters this quadratic Lagrangian leads to a sixth order
differential equation for kµν . The matrix for the kinetic terms and the mass terms in the
basis defined by |k〉, m2|k1〉 and m
4|k2〉 can be written as,
K = −

 σ4 0 10 b 0
1 0 0

 and M2 = m2

 0 0 00 −Θ 1
0 1 0

 . (3.31)
Assuming that σ4 6= 0 and b 6= 0 these two matrices can be diagonalized simultaneously by
redefining the fields
k = k0 −
1
σ4
(
k+ − k−
)
, (3.32)
k1 = −
m4
b
(
1
M2−
k+ −
1
M2+
k−
)
, (3.33)
k2 = m
4
(
k+ − k−
)
, (3.34)
such that the quadratic Lagrangian becomes the sum of the linearized Einstein-Hilbert
term and two Fierz-Pauli terms
L
(2)
4 = σ4L
(2)
0 (k
0) +K+LFP(k
+,M+) +K− LFP(k
−,M−) . (3.35)
Here σ4 and K± satisfy
σ4K+K− = −
Θ2 − 4b σ4
b σ24
= K+ +K− , (3.36)
while the Fierz-Pauli masses M2± are given by
M2+M
2
− =
m4
b
σ4 and M
2
+ −M
2
− =
m2
b
√
Θ2 − 4bσ4 . (3.37)
The numerator in (3.36) should be positive, otherwise the masses in (3.37) become imag-
inary. Like in the previous case, we see that it is not possible to achieve a positive sign
for the kinetic terms and the masses simultaneously. From (3.36) and (3.37) we see that
there is always either a negative mass squared (when bσ4 < 0) or a wrong-sign kinetic term
(when bσ4 > 0) in the theory. For all values where σ4 6= 0 or b 6= 0, one of the massive
modes is either tachyonic or a ghost. In the next section we will discuss what happens at
special points in the parameter space.
3.2 Critical lines and the tricritical point
In the above analysis we disregarded the points in the parameter space that reduce the rank
of the two matrices given in eq. (3.31). Below we discuss these special points separately.
b = 0: At this point the rank of the matrix K is reduced by one. The action (3.1) is
now independent of the auxiliary field h1, and f2 is algebraically given in terms of f1.
This reduces the number of local degrees of freedom from four to two, representing
a single massive graviton. From eq. (3.8) we see that the term involving the Cotton
tensor has disappeared and the action reduces to the ‘cubic extended’ NMG model
described in [25].
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b = Θ = 0: At this special point the linearized equations become second order in
derivatives and the massive mode disappears from the linearized spectrum. Note that
there are no ghosts left in the linearized theory [25]. It is however not clear if this
feature survives at the non-linear level.
σ4 = 0: At this critical line one of the FP masses vanishes, but the linearized equa-
tions remain sixth-order in derivatives. Consequently a new, logarithmic (log)-mode
appears and together with the massless mode it forms a Jordan cell of rank two. The
Lagrangian (3.29) is not diagonalizable any more.
σ4 = Θ = 0: This is a ‘tricritical’ point, where both FP masses vanish and the
corresponding massless gravitons form a Jordan cell of rank three. The spectrum
now contains one log-mode and a log2-mode (see for instance [26, 40]).
Θ2 = 4bσ4: This is another critical line where the two non-zero FP masses degen-
erate and form a Jordan cell of rank two. At this point the spectrum contains one
massive mode and a massive log-mode.
Among the above critical points, σ4 = 0 and Θ = 0 can only occur when Λ 6= 0. They are
interesting from the AdS/CFT point of view. Especially the b = Θ = 0 point is interesting
as the linearized analysis suggests perturbative unitarity. For a more detailed treatment of
the σ4 = 0 case, see section 4.3 and also the reference [26] where most of the computations
performed in the context of the AdS/LCFT correspondence carry over to this model.
4 Anti-de Sitter holography
All the extended massive gravity models we constructed so far admit an AdS vacuum.
Hence, it is possible to study their holographic dual by imposing suitable asymptotically
AdS boundary conditions. The asymptotic symmetry algebra emerges as the algebra of
conserved global charges related to gauge transformations which preserve the AdS boundary
conditions. The procedure for finding the asymptotic symmetry algebra is similar to that of
pure CS gauge theories on manifolds with a boundary [37]. The main difference is that for
CS-like theories not all constraint functions generate gauge symmetries. The first step is to
identify the first class constraints and their corresponding boundary terms for the CS-like
theories we have discussed in the preceding section. This is done in full detail in appendix A.
Here we will briefly summarize the main results derived there and continue with a discussion
on the suitable boundary conditions and the asymptotic symmetry transformations which
preserve them. After deriving the central charge in the asymptotic symmetry algebra of
extended NMG, we discuss the appearance of Jordan cells at special points in its parameter
space where the central charge vanishes and compute the new logarithmic anomalies. We
conclude this section by showing how the models constructed in this paper are consistent
with a holographic c-theorem.
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4.1 Gauge symmetries in CS-like theories
In appendix A we have identified, using standard techniques, the first class constraints
φLL and φdiff of a general CS-like model that generate local Lorentz transformations and
diffeomorphisms, see eqs. (A.13) and (A.15), respectively. On the AdS background, these
can be written in terms of a set of mutually commuting SL(2,R) generators J± with Poisson
bracket algebra
{J±[ξ], J±[η]} = J±[ξ × η] + B.T. , {J+[ξ], J−[η]} = 0 . (4.1)
In general, the presence of a boundary introduces non-trivial boundary terms in the defi-
nition of the J± and in the Poisson bracket algebra (4.1). In appendix A we show that for
the CS-like theories we consider here, the improved generators J± defined by
J±[ξ
±] = J±[ξ
±] +Q±[ξ
±] , (4.2)
are differentiable provided that the variation of the boundary term Q± takes the form
δQ±[ξ
±] =
kˆ
2π
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξ±a
(
δωi
a ±
1
ℓ
δei
a
)
. (4.3)
Here kˆ is an effective coupling which depends on the specific theory under consideration.
The Poisson brackets of the improved generators then pick up a boundary term which can
be derived from the general formula (A.9) in appendix A:
{J±[ξ
±],J±[η
±]} = · · ·+
kˆ
4π
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξ± a
[
∂iη
±
a + ǫabc
(
ωi
b ±
1
ℓ
ei
b
)
η± c
]
. (4.4)
Here the dots denote bulk terms. After adopting suitable boundary conditions, the charges
become integrable and the above boundary term will provide a term needed to improve
the bulk part in (4.1) and a central extension. We can now discuss the AdS boundary
conditions.
4.2 AdS boundary conditions and the central charge
To give the boundary conditions, it is convenient to represent the spin-connection and the
dreibein of the AdS background with radius ℓ in the following combinations:
ω¯ +
e¯
ℓ
= b−1
(
L1 +
1
4L−1
)
b dx+ + b−1∂ρb dρ ,
ω¯ −
e¯
ℓ
=− b
(
L−1 +
1
4L1
)
b−1dx− + b ∂ρb
−1dρ , (4.5)
where x± = tℓ ± ϕ, b = e
ρL0 and,
L1 = J0 + J1 , L−1 = J0 − J1 and L0 = J2 . (4.6)
where the Ja are the SO(2,1) generators defined in (1.3). The AdS boundary conditions
are presented in terms of some free state dependent normalizable contributions to this
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background. These contributions behave as the vacuum expectation value (VEV) for the
boundary operators which are sourced by non-normalizable modes. As we discussed before,
each pair (fI , hI) introduces two new degrees of freedom representing a massive spin-2
normalizable mode with mass M2 which satisfy the following equation,
D˜MDMkIµν = 0 , (4.7)
with (
DM
)ν
µ
= δνµ +
1
M
ǫµ
τν∇¯τ ,
(
D˜M
)ν
µ
= δνµ −
1
M
ǫµ
τν∇¯τ (4.8)
and M2ℓ2 = M2ℓ2 + 1. The non-normalizable partner of this mode plays the role of
a source which couples to a new operator OI in the dual conformal field theory with
conformal weights (h, h˜). These weights are related to the mass and angular momentum
of the bulk mode via the relations [38]
∆ = h+ h˜ = 1 + |Mℓ| and s = h− h˜ = ±2 , (4.9)
where ± distinguishes between the right and left sectors. The requirement of unitarity
bounds the scaling dimension ∆ as ∆ ≥ |s| (when 1 ≤ ∆ < |s| one of the conformal
weights (h, h˜) is negative). When the masses of N modes degenerate, the conformal weights
of their corresponding operators also degenerate and they form a Jordan cell of rank-N in
a logarithmic conformal field theory.
In this work we are interested in the asymptotic symmetry algebra generated by the
gauge symmetries of the bulk theory. For this reason, we will not consider the sources for
the massive modes. The resulting AdS boundary conditions are called Brown-Henneaux
boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are sufficient for finding the Poisson
brackets between the gauge generators [19]. In the first order formalism, inspired by the
Chern-Simons formulation of 3D gravity, the Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions on the
dreibein and the spin-connection are given by [39]
ω +
e
ℓ
= b−1
{(
L1 + L(x
+)L−1
)
dx+ + d
}
b ,
ω −
e
ℓ
=− b
{(
L−1 + L˜(x
−)L1
)
dx− − d
}
b−1 . (4.10)
The state dependent functions L(x+) and L˜(x−) are the vacuum expectation value (VEV)
of the boundary energy-momentum operator.
In order to integrate the expression (4.3) to the boundary charges, we impose the
Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions (4.10) on the dreibein and the spin-connection. The
gauge transformations preserving these boundary conditions are then given by:
ξ+ = b−1ǫ(x+)b and ξ− = b ǫ˜(x−)b−1 , (4.11)
where7
ǫ−1 = 12ǫ
′′ + ǫL , ǫ0 = −ǫ′ with ǫ1 ≡ ǫ . (4.12)
7Since we are dealing with parity preserving models, we concentrate only on the left sector. The right
sector will be determined via a parity transformation.
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The variation of the state-dependent function L in eq. (4.10) with respect to ǫ, the param-
eter of the symmetry transformation, is given by,
δǫL(x
+) = ǫ(x+)L′(x+) + 2ǫ′(x+)L(x+) + 12ǫ
′′′(x+) . (4.13)
This leads to the following expression for the conserved charge Q = Q+ + Q− at the
boundary:
Q =
kˆ
2π
∫
dϕ
[
ǫ(x+)L(x+)− ǫ˜(x−)L˜(x−)
]
. (4.14)
We can now compute the Poisson brackets (4.1) with the boundary term (4.4) after suitably
identifying ξ and η using eq. (4.11) and defining the generators as,
Ln = J+[ǫ = e
inx+ ] and L˜n = J−[ǫ˜ = e
inx− ] . (4.15)
As expected we find two copies of Virasoro algebra,
i{Lm, Ln} = (m− n)Lm+n +
c
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0 , (4.16)
i{L˜m, L˜n} = (m− n)L˜m+n +
c˜
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0 , (4.17)
where c = c˜ = 6kˆ for parity-even models and c = −c˜ = 6kˆ for the parity-odd theories.
In appendix A we explicitly compute kˆ for the cubic extended NMG model defined by
eq. (3.1), leading to the central charge
cENMG =
3ℓ
2G
σ4 =
3ℓ
2G
(
σ +
1
2m2ℓ2
−
a
8m4ℓ4
)
. (4.18)
The central charge is proportional to the earlier defined parameter σ4. Even though the
parameter b does not appear in the expression for the central charge, it does play a role in
the analysis of the critical lines and points.
Appendix B deals with the parity-odd extension of S1 which is denoted as S3 in (2.9).
Using the results derived there, we find
c3 = −c˜3 =
3
2µG
. (4.19)
This expression is equivalent to the central charge in conformal gravity; the higher-
derivative terms in (2.9) do not contribute to the central charge. We will address this
point in more detail in section 4.4.
4.3 Logarithmic anomalies
The linearized analysis in section 3.1 showed that the presence of massive spin-2 ghosts or
tachyons in a general extended new massive gravity model cannot be avoided for non-zero
FP masses. However, there are critical points where one or both of the FP masses vanish.
At these points where the central charge also vanishes, new logarithmic modes appear
and the linear theory is no longer diagonalisable. In that case the gravitational theory is
conjectured to be dual to a logarithmic conformal field theory (LCFT). Knowledge of the
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(h, h˜)
T (z) (2, 0)
O±(z, z¯)
(
3
2 +
1
2
√
1 + ℓ2M2±,−
1
2 +
1
2
√
1 + ℓ2M2±
)
Table 1. This table indicates the conformal weights of the operators T (z) and O±(z, z¯). The
expressions for M± can be obtained from eq. (3.37).
central charge and the weights of the bulk modes is sufficient to fix the structure of the
two-point functions at the critical line and at the tricritical point [40]. Here we concentrate
on the left-moving sector whose spectrum is given in table 1.
Similar results hold for the right-moving sector as the two sectors are related by a
parity transformation h ↔ h˜. Criticality happens whenever the conformal weights of
these operators degenerate with the conformal dimension of the energy momentum tensor
(h± = 2).
8 In the non-critical case, the two-point function of the left-moving components
of the boundary stress tensor T (z) is given by
〈T (z)T (0)〉 =
c
2z4
, (4.20)
where c is given by eq. (4.18). If we tune a to its critical value acrit, defined such that
σ4 = 0 and the central charge (4.18) vanishes;
a = acrit = 4ℓ
2m2(1 + 2ℓ2m2σ) , (4.21)
then one of the two masses vanishes, which we take to be M−, and its corresponding
boundary operator becomes the logarithmic partner of T . They form a Jordan cell of rank
2 with the following two-point functions,
〈T (z)T (0)〉 = 0 , (4.22a)
〈T (z)O1(0)〉 =
B1
2z4
, (4.22b)
〈O1(z, z¯)O1(0)〉 = −
B1 log |z|
2
z4
. (4.22c)
The new anomaly B1 can be computed through the limiting procedure of [40];
B1 = lim
a→acrit
c
2− h−
= −
24ℓ
G
(
σ +
1
4m2ℓ2
−
b
4m4ℓ4
)
. (4.23)
Note that in the limit b → 0 and acrit → 0 the cubic extended NMG model reduces to
the critical NMG model and the result (4.23) agrees with the new anomaly of NMG found
in [41, 42].
The last case we consider is the one where b also takes a critical value b = bcrit =
ℓ2m2(1 + 4ℓ2m2σ) such that B1 = 0. This defines the tricritical point where σ4 = Θ = 0
8In principal one would also expect a logarithmic behavior when the two masses degenerate and hence
h+ = h− 6= 2. This might define a LCFT with a non-zero central charge.
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and both FP masses vanish. At this point, we conjecture that the correlators are those of
a rank-3 LCFT with zero central charges:
〈T (z)T (0)〉 = 〈T (z)O1(0)〉 = 0 , (4.24a)
〈T (z)O2(0)〉 = 〈O1(z)O1(0)〉 =
B2
2z4
, (4.24b)
〈O1(z, z¯)O2(0)〉 = −
B2 log |z|
2
z4
, (4.24c)
〈O2(z, z¯)O2(0)〉 =
B2 log
2 |z|2
z4
. (4.24d)
Here O1(z, z¯) and O2(z, z¯) are the two logarithmic partners of T (z). The new anomaly B2
at the tricritical point is obtained via a second limit:
B2 = lim
b→bcrit
B1
2− h+
=
96ℓ
G
(
σ +
1
4m2ℓ2
)
. (4.25)
Note that after fixing a and b to their critical values, the free parameterm2 is undetermined
in the expression for B2. This implies that tricritical cubic extended NMG in fact has a
continuous line of tricritical points dual to a family of rank-3 LCFT’s with different values
for the new anomaly (4.25) in contrast with the PET gravity model of [26].
4.4 Holographic c-theorem
It is well-known that the RG flows between fixed points in a matter theory with stress
tensor Tµν coupled to gravity and with AdS vacua can be described by a metric of the form
ds2 = e2A(r)(−dt2 + dx2) + dr2 . (4.26)
Assuming that the null energy condition holds for the matter sector, i.e. Tµνξ
µξν ≥ 0 for
any null vector ξ, it was shown in ref. [9] that a monotonically increasing holographic c-
function can be found in terms of A(r), such that it satisfies Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem
with the radial coordinate r as the measure of the energy. The null energy condition now
simplifies to
−T tt + T
r
r ≥ 0 , for (ξ
t, ξr, ξx) =
(
e−A, 1, 0
)
. (4.27)
A monotonically increasing holographic c-function can then be obtained from
c′(r) = −
T tt − T
r
r
κ2A′2
≥ 0 . (4.28)
Assuming field equations in the bulk, Eµν = κ
2Tµν , the null energy condition can equiva-
lently be written as Eµνξ
µξν ≥ 0. In [10, 25] it is argued that one way to make c′(r) fulfill
the inequality (4.28) is to have c(r) be only a function of A′ which implies that E tt − E
r
r
should only be a function of A′ and A′′. They used this logic to constrain higher-derivative
interactions by demanding the presence of such a monotonically increasing function.
Here we show that the construction (2.6) is consistent with this assumption. The
ansatz (4.26) is conformal to AdS spacetime which is an Einstein metric and all solutions
of the Einstein equations in three dimensions are also solutions of Cµν = 0. This has the
following two consequences:
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1. All fields which are constructed from the Cotton tensor and its derivatives are zero
on the background (4.26). In other words, all h-fields and Df terms become zero
on the ansatz (4.26), which means all equations (2.6) reduce to a set of algebraic
equations among the f -fields in terms of the Schouten tensor which is second order
in derivatives of metric. Hence the bulk field equations involve only A′ and A′′ by
construction.
2. Consequently, we can afford terms in the action constructed from the Cotton tensor
as higher-derivative corrections without affecting the c-function. This also suggests
that the only consistent way to include ∇R terms in the action is to use the Cotton
tensor.
Now if we only focus on the bulk actions (2.7) and (2.8), this suggests that terms
containing h-fields and Df -terms do not directly contribute to one-point functions around
the AdS vacuum. The variation of the action (2.7) around the background (4.26) is only
affected by 〈f¯∧f¯∧δf〉-terms because fluctuations in other terms are always proportional to
a power of h¯- or D¯f¯ -term which is zero for (4.26). In the metric formulation this means that
the linearized theory around (4.26) is not affected by terms where graviton fluctuations are
proportional to a power of the Cotton tensor which is zero for this background.9 In fact,
this is confirmed by direct calculation of the central charge for the first few parity-even
models (3.8) and (3.11),
ceven =
3ℓ
2G
(
σ +
1
2m2ℓ2
−
a
8m4ℓ4
+
κ1
16m6ℓ6
+ · · ·
)
. (4.29)
The dots refer to higher-derivative contributions to the central charge. By the same rea-
soning, the variation of the action (2.8) around the background (4.26) is only affected by
〈f¯ ∧ f¯ ∧ δh〉-terms. But this term is also zero for any maximally symmetric spacetime such
as AdS. In the metric formulation this is more transparent from the fact that g¯µνδCµν = 0.
So the interaction terms in the odd sector do not contribute to the central charge either.
This means that the central charge in the parity-odd models is universal (B.21) and not
affected by any higher-derivative term,
codd = −c˜odd =
3
2µG
. (4.30)
We conclude that only interaction terms constructed solely from the Schouten tensor can
contribute to the central charge. This is consistent with earlier studies of the holographic
c-theorem in this context [33]. Terms involving the Cotton tensor are allowed by the
holographic c-theorem but do not contribute to the central charge — these terms however
can contribute to the two point functions as we saw in section 4.3.
9The value of the central charge is not fully determined by the equations of motion. There is always
a total derivative ambiguity which should be fixed by adding suitable boundary terms to the action and
imposing suitable boundary conditions.
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5 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a systematic procedure of constructing higher-derivative ex-
tensions of 3D general relativity which are free of scalar ghost degrees of freedom and
propagate massive spin-2 excitations. The absence of the scaler ghosts ensures that the
only degrees of freedom involved in the theory are spin-2 modes interacting with a single
massless spin-two field. We have used the Chern-Simons-like formulation of 3D gravity with
auxiliary form fields to find these specific scalar ghost-free combinations, which we gave
explicitly up to eighth order in derivatives of the metric. These combinations turn out to
be consistent with supersymmetry [43] and a holographic c-theorem. The number of these
propagating spin-2 degrees of freedom — some of which may be ghosts — is determined
by the number of auxiliary fields we introduce. We considered only theories which can be
written in terms of a single metric and with a finite number of ghost-free combinations —
for CS-like theories without a single-metric action see [36, 44, 45].
Born-Infeld gravity. One can also construct single-metric theories with an infinite num-
ber of ghost-free terms; as an example we consider the following extension of NMG with a
〈f ∧ f ∧ f〉-term in its CS-like formulation:
L = −σeaR
a +
Λ0
6
ǫabce
aebec + haDea −
1
m2
fa
(
Ra +
1
2
ǫabce
bf c +
a
6m2
ǫabcf
bf c
)
, (5.1)
where a is a free dimensionless parameter. The field equations obtained by varying w.r.t.
f are given by
Ra + ǫabce
bf c +
a
2m2
ǫabcf
bf c = 0 . (5.2)
This equation can be solved for f in terms of an infinite expansion
fµν =
∞∑
n=0
1
m2n
f (n)µν (5.3)
as follows:
f (n+1)µν = −
a
2
(
gµρgνσ −
1
2
gµνgρσ
)
ǫραβǫσγδ
n∑
k=0
f (k)αγ f
(n−k)
βδ . (5.4)
The starting value at order m0 is f
(0)
µν = −Sµν . Having found the solution for fµν , we can
go to the metric formulation by plugging the solution of (5.4) back into the Lagrangian.
The result can be written as
L =
1
2
{
σR− 2Λ0 −
2
m2
[
2
3
fµνG
µν +
1
6
(
fµνf
µν − f2
)]}
. (5.5)
Here f = fµνg
µν and fµν is given in terms of the coefficients f
(n)
µν in eq. (5.4). Explicitly,
up to order 1/m6 we have checked that the scalar ghost free combinations in (3.11) are
recovered with the Cotton tensor set to zero. When a = σ these are the same leading terms
that occur in the expansion of the Born-Infeld extension of NMG [46, 47] — see [43] for a
supersymmetric version. Our construction (5.5) compares nicely with an earlier proposal
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based on limits of a class of bimetric theories [34]. The linearized spectrum of this model
includes only one massive graviton. Using the prescription explained in section 4.2 and
appendix A we obtain the following expression for the central charge of the model:
c =
3ℓ
2G
[
σ +
1
a
(
−1 +
√
1 +
a
m2ℓ2
)]
. (5.6)
This coincides with the central charge computed in [47], when a = σ. As shown in [48, 49]
for the choice of parameters where the central charge becomes zero, 3D Born-Infeld gravity
arises as a suitable counterterm for gravity in AdS4.
Holographic c-theorem. Considering these higher-derivative models as toy models for
exploring the role of higher-derivatives in holography, we observed that higher-derivative
theories can accommodate terms involving ∇R which are introduced via the Cotton tensor
in special combinations — see for instance (3.11) and (B.6). They are fully consistent with
a holographic c-theorem. This feature can easily be generalized to higher dimensions by
using the higher-dimensional Cotton and Schouten tensors:
Cµνλ = (D − 2) (∇λSµν −∇νSµλ) and Sµν =
1
(D−2)
(
Rµν −
1
2(D−1)Rgµν
)
. (5.7)
In a sense, these tensors seem to be the right basis for studying higher-derivatives in the
context of holography. Using the first order formulation, we particularly showed that
the Einstein equations of higher-derivative theories in three dimensions, evaluated on the
background (4.26), are always second order in derivatives.
Terms containing the Cotton tensor, do not contribute to the AdS one-point functions
including the central charge. This covers a broader class of higher-derivative theories
admitting a holographic c-theorem than the class of theories considered in [10, 25, 33],
which only included higher-curvature terms containing Rn tensors.
Since the presence of these higher-derivative terms leads to tachyons or ghosts, this
observation confirms the conclusions that some ‘unphysical’ models with non-unitary op-
erators still satisfy a holographic c-theorem [10].
Unitarity. The problem of non-unitarity is generic in higher-derivative models including
the ones we consider here. The linear spectrum of these higher-derivative theories generi-
cally propagates massive spin-2 modes. However, because of the higher-derivative nature of
the theory, some of these massive modes are inherently unstable; this result is compatible
with earlier higher-derivative extensions of general relativity, see for instance [26, 50]. Due
to the instability of the linearized massive modes, the applicability of these models may
be limited to special, critical points in their parameter space; points where the linearized
equations are only second order in derivatives and the massive modes disappear or points
where they become massless and are replaced by log modes with logarithmic fall-off behav-
ior towards the AdS boundary. The former points may indicate a linearization instability
as it is unlikely that the ghost issue is cured at the non-linear level. The latter points
may be of more interest as the dual CFT is expected to be a logarithmic CFT. Although
LCFT’s are non-unitary, they have a wide range of applications in statistical physics —
see for instance [31, 51] for recent reviews.
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The higher-derivative nature of the models we constructed in this work, exhibits the
same “bulk-boundary unitarity problem” that is inherent to higher-derivative extensions
of general relativity. This problem refers to the impossibility to obtain a positive boundary
central charge (or black hole charge) for a region in parameter space that has well-behaved
bulk spin-2 modes. Recently, a different CS-like theory for 3D gravity was introduced which
resolves this problem. This model was called zwei-dreibein gravity (ZDG) [44].10 The
resolution of the bulk-boundary conflict stems from the fact that the parameter region of
ZDG is large enough to include a well-behaved region as far as the sign of the central charge,
the kinetic terms and the mass terms of the theory are concerned. This enhancement
in parameters has the consequence that the ZDG action cannot be written in terms of
(higher-derivatives of) a single metric.11 We expect that the bulk-boundary clash in the
higher-derivative extensions of general relativity presented in this paper can similarly be
resolved by considering a ZDG-like extension, generically called “viel-dreibein gravity”,
that involves more than 4 Lorentz vector-valued one-form fields [45].
Here we have only concentrated on AdS holography. These models can accommodate
non-AdS spacetimes due to a large parameter space and might be unitary on these back-
grounds. Specifically, there is a quantization preference in three dimensions in terms of
unitarity. Unitary quantization of parity-odd theories seems to prefer asymptotically flat
spacetimes, while AdS asymptotics are good for quantization of parity-even theories. Flat
boundary conditions at null infinity in three dimensional gravity lead to a centrally ex-
tended BMS3 algebra as asymptotic symmetry algebra [56] — for a new derivation see [17].
The non-zero commutators are,
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
cL
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0 , (5.8)
[Lm,Mn] = (m− n)Mm+n +
cM
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0 , (5.9)
with Virasoro generators Ln and supertranslations Mn. A unitary theory in flat space
should have cM = 0. Then one is left with a single copy of the Virasoro algebra. This
happens for free for all parity-odd gravity theories like conformal gravity [17, 57] — see [22]
for a recent review. For all parity-odd higher-derivative gravity theories that we considered
here the value of the AdS central charges are the same (4.30), therefore they lead to the
same asymptotically flat symmetries with
cL =
3
µG
, cM = 0 . (5.10)
This is a necessary condition for unitarity but not sufficient. The higher-derivative parity-
odd theories with flat boundary conditions might suffer from the same pathologies as in the
parity-even ones with AdS boundary conditions; the massive modes can propagate negative
norm states.
Another interesting development would be to construct a holographic dictionary for
the class of Chern-Simons-like models with local bulk degrees of freedom. This could then
10ZDG is a three dimensional, first-order formulation of bimetric gravity of [52] as first considered in [53].
11This is not true for the equations of motion, which feature an infinite expansion of higher-derivative
terms [54]. For similar arguments in the metric formulation of the bimetric gravity of [52], see [55].
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directly be applied to the models we considered in this paper and to a variety of other CS-
like models, such as ZDG and the recently introduced minimal massive gravity extension
of TMG [36].
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A Charges in Chern-Simons-like theories
In this appendix we discuss the identification of the first class constraints of the CS-like
theories and the corresponding boundary charges, which is of use in section 4 when we
discuss the AdS holography for the higher-derivative gravity models we consider in this
work.
A.1 Canonical analysis
The advantage of working with a Chern-Simons-like formulation of 3D higher-derivative
gravity models is appreciated mostly when analyzing these theories in a Hamiltonian form
and when computing their asymptotic symmetry algebra. All of the models we consider in
this work belong to the following class of theories that are defined by a set of N Lorentz-
valued one-form fields with an action given by [11]12
S =
1
2κ2
∫
Σ×R
grsa
r · das + 13frsta
r · (as × at) . (A.1)
Here grs is a symmetric, constant and invertible metric on the flavor space which can be
used to raise and lower flavor indices. The frst are totally symmetric structure constants;
the theory is pure Chern-Simons when the expressions ǫabcf
r
st are the structure constants
and grsηab is a non-degenerate bilinear form of a Lie algebra.
The Hamiltonian formalism for this class of models was performed in [11, 12]. Here,
we review some of the results of these references in order to fix the notation and derive
the asymptotic symmetry algebra. After a space-time decomposition of the N Lorentz-
valued one-forms, the time components of the fields ar0 are Lagrange multipliers and a
r
i are
dynamical fields satisfying the following Poisson brackets,
{ari a(x), a
s
j b(y)} = κ
2 ǫijg
rsηabδ
2(x, y) . (A.2)
The Lagrange multipliers induce a set of 3N primary constraints in the Hamiltonian anal-
ysis of the theory [12];
φr =
1
κ2
εij
(
grs∂ia
s
j +
1
2frst
(
asi × a
t
j
))
. (A.3)
12Here we use a notation where wedge products between forms and Lorentz indices a, b, · · · are suppressed.
The dots and crosses indicate contractions with ηab and ǫabc respectively.
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It is convenient to define the “smeared” functions φr[ξ
r] associated to the constraint
functions (A.3) by integrating them against a test function ξr(x) as follows:
φ[ξ] =
∑
r
φr[ξ
r] =
∫
Σ
d2x ξr(x) · φr(x) . (A.4)
Here Σ is a space-like hypersurface. In general, the variation of φr[ξ
r] may lead to non-zero
boundary terms. Varying the expression (A.4) for φ[ξ] with respect to the fields ai
s gives
δφ[ξ] =
∫
Σ
d2x ξr ·
δφr
δasi
· δasi +
∫
∂Σ
dx B[ξ, a, δa] . (A.5)
The boundary terms in this expression could lead to delta-function singularities in the Pois-
son brackets of the constraint functions. To remove these, we choose boundary conditions
that make B a total variation ∫
dx B[ξ, a, δa] = −δQ[ξ, a] . (A.6)
We can then define an improved set of constraint functions via
ϕ[ξ] = φ[ξ] +Q[ξ, a] . (A.7)
These new functions will now have a well-defined variation without boundary terms. In
our case, using eq. (A.3), we find
δQ = −
1
κ2
∫
∂Σ
dxi grs ξ
r · δasi . (A.8)
The Poisson brackets of the constraints were computed in [11, 12]. They are given by
{ϕ(ξ), ϕ(η)}P.B. = φ([ξ, η]) +
1
κ2
∫
Σ
d2x ξraη
s
b P
ab
rs
−
1
κ2
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξr ·
(
grs∂iη
s + frst(ai
s × ηt)
)
, (A.9)
where we have defined
Pabrs = f
t
q[rfs]ptη
ab∆pq + 2f tr[sfq]pt(V
ab)pq , (A.10)
V pqab = ε
ijapi aa
q
j b , ∆
pq = εijapi · a
q
j , [ξ, η]
t = frs
tξr × ηs . (A.11)
A detailed analysis of how to deal with the secondary constraints in this type of theories
was presented in [12]. It suffices to state here that the secondary constraints derived in
section 2.2 remove the ∆pq-term in the matrix P of Poisson brackets defined in eq. (A.10).
For the purpose of this paper, it is sufficient to focus only on the algebra of constraint
functions when adapting AdS (or Brown-Henneaux) boundary conditions. In the next
section we will discuss the identification of the first class constraint functions.
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A.2 First class constraint functions
In contrast to the pure Chern-Simons gauge theories, not all constraint functions (A.3) in
the Chern-Simons-like models are first class. In order to properly analyze the asymptotic
symmetries, we should look at the algebra of first class constraint functions which generate
the gauge symmetries. Hence, we first need to identify which (combination of) constraint
functions generate the gauge symmetries of the theory.
The general CS-like theory defined by eq. (A.1) is manifestly diffeomorphism invariant.
In addition, the specific CS-like models of our interest are also manifestly invariant under
local Lorentz transformations. All models defined by the actions (2.7) and (2.8) contain a
(dualized) spin-connection ω, which only appears in terms of the dualized curvature two-
form R = Dω or via a Lorentz-Chern-Simons term in the action. Moreover, all derivatives
of the other one-form fields ar appear as covariant derivatives Dar. Translated to compo-
nents of the flavor space metric grs and f -tensor frst this assumption is equivalent to the
following statement
For every element of grs there is a corresponding frsω such that: frsω = grs.
Equipped with this assumption we should expect the CS-like models defined by (A.1) to
have at least six gauge symmetries, corresponding to three diffeomorphism and three local
Lorentz transformations.
To identify the constraint functions which generate these symmetries, it is instructive to
look at the Poisson brackets of the gauge transformations with the dynamical components
of the theory. In full generality (but omitting boundary terms at this point), they can be
computed using the general formulas (A.3) and (A.4) with the following result:
{φ[ξ], ari } = ∂iξ
r + f rsta
s
i × ξ
t . (A.12)
From this result, we can deduce that a local Lorentz transformation with the gauge pa-
rameter τ is generated by the constraint function
φLL[τ ] ≡ φω[ξ
ω] with ξω = τ . (A.13)
With this identification we recover the usual transformation properties under local Lorentz
transformations from (A.12):
δτωi ={φLL[τ ], ωi} = ∂iτ + ωi × τ = Diτ ,
δτa
r
i ={φLL[τ ], a
r
i } = a
r
i × τ , r 6= ω ,
(A.14)
where we have used the fact that by the assumption (A.2) we may write f rsω ≡ g
rpfpsω =
grpgps = δ
r
s .
In Chern-Simons gauge theories, diffeomorphisms are generated by an appropriate
combination of constraint functions with parameters proportional to the fields [2], on-shell.
The same is true for the general CS-like theory. Let us define
φdiff [ζ] ≡
∑
r
φr[ξ
r] with ξr = arµζ
µ . (A.15)
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Then, by equation (A.12) we find that
δζa
r
i = {φdiff [ζ], a
r
i } = Lζa
r
i+ ζ
µ
(
∂ia
r
µ − ∂µa
r
i + f
r
sta
s
i × a
t
µ
)
. (A.16)
Here Lζ is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field ζ
µ. The expressions in the
parentheses are equivalent to the equations of motion of the general model (A.1) after
a space-time decomposition. Hence, on-shell we have identified the constraint functions
which give the correct transformation rules on the dynamical variables of the theory.
A.3 Boundary charges
To proceed with an analysis of the asymptotic symmetry group for AdS boundary con-
ditions, we would like to write the algebra of first class constraint functions in a basis of
mutually commuting SL(2,R) generators. This is possible on the AdS background as the
generators of gauge symmetries should respect the isometries of the AdS vacuum solution.
In all parity preserving models we can define such a basis as
J±[ζ] =
1
2
(
φLL[eµζ
µ]± ℓ φ′diff [ζ]
)
, (A.17)
where φ′diff [ζ] = φdiff [ζ]− φLL[ωµζ
µ].
At this point one should reinstate the boundary terms introduced in eq. (A.7), and
investigate the Poisson bracket algebra of the generators (A.17) subject to asymptotically
AdS (or Brown-Henneaux) boundary conditions. The improved differentiable generators
are then,
J±[ζ] = J±[ζ] +Q±[ζ] . (A.18)
Let us first comment that, quite generally, by the fact that the auxiliary fields are symmetric
(see eq. (2.10)), the gauge parameters for diffeomorphisms ξr = aµ
rζµ satisfy
eµ · ξ
fI = eµ · fI νζ
ν = fI µ · eνζ
ν = fI µ · ξ
e , eµ · ξ
hI = hI µ · ξ
e . (A.19)
Moreover, on the AdS background, since the auxiliary fields fI are all proportional to the
AdS dreibein and the auxiliary fields hI vanish, we have
ξfI = f¯Iξ
e , ξhI = 0 , (A.20)
where f¯I is the constant background value of the auxiliary fields, i.e. f¯I
a = f¯I e¯
a on the
AdS background. The values for f¯1 and f¯2 can be read from eq. (3.14). This allows us to
express all the gauge parameters occurring in φ′diff [ζ] in terms of ξ
e = eµζ
µ. Using these
relations, we can compute the variation of the boundary terms in (A.18) from (A.8);
δQ±[ξ
e
±] =−
1
2κ2
∫
∂Σ
dxi
(
gωs ξ
e
± · δa
s
i ± ℓ grs ξ
r
± · δa
s
i
)
,
=−
1
2κ2
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξe± ·
[
gωs δa
s
i + · · · ± ℓ
(
ges + f¯1gf1s + f¯2gf2s
)
δasi
]
,
(A.21)
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where in the first line the sum over r does not include ω and in the second line we have
used eq. (A.20). In general, after plugging in the explicit flavor space metric and AdS
background values of the fields, the result may be written as
δQ±[ξ
±] =
kˆ
2π
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξ±a
(
δωi
a ±
1
ℓ
δei
a
)
. (A.22)
where kˆ is an effective dimensionless coupling determined by the elements of grs and the
f¯I ’s. We have also distinguished the gauge parameters for the left and right moving sectors
explicitly;
ξ± = ±
1
2
ξe± . (A.23)
After imposing suitable boundary conditions and restricting ξ± to the set of symmetry
transformations which preserve these boundary conditions it is possible to integrate this
expression to obtain the global conserved charges of the theory. This is done explicitly in
section 4.2 for Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions. The effective coupling kˆ is related
to the central charge as c = c˜ = 6kˆ for the parity-even models and c = −c˜ = 6kˆ for the
parity-odd models.
As an example of these general considerations, let us compute the effective coupling kˆ
for ENMG explicitly. The parity-odd theory defined by S3 will be treated in full detail in
appendix B. Using the above relations and the specific values of grs and frst for ENMG,
which may be read off from eq. (3.1), we find that the variation of the conserved charges
are given by (A.22) with:
kˆENMG =
ℓ
4G
(
σ +
1
2m2ℓ2
−
a
8m4ℓ4
)
. (A.24)
B Extended gravitational Chern-Simons term
In this appendix we consider the class of parity-odd theories given in eq. (2.9). Applying
the same procedure as in the parity-even case the following expression for the Lagrangian
3-form that describes the leading five derivative extension in the odd sector can be derived:
L3 =
1
2µ
ωa
(
dωa +
1
3
ǫabcω
bωc
)
+
1
µ3
[
eaDf2
a + h1 a
(
Ra + ǫabcebf1 c
)
+
α
2
f1 aDf1
a
]
.
(B.1)
Here, α is an arbitrary dimensionless parameter. The equations of motion for this La-
grangian, obtained by varying with respect to f2
a, h1
a, f1
a, ωa and ea, respectively, are
given by
Dea = 0 ,
Ra + ǫabce
bf1
c = 0 ,
αDf1
a + ǫabce
bh1
c = 0 ,
Dh1
a + 12ǫ
a
bc
(
α f1
bf1
c + 2ǫabce
bf2
c − 2µ2σǫabce
bf1
c
)
= 0 ,
Df2
a + ǫabcf1
bh1
c = 0 .
(B.2)
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Upon acting on the equations of motion with an exterior derivative and performing some
algebra, one can derive that the auxiliary fields are symmetric
f1 [µν] = h1 [µν] = f2 [µν] = 0 . (B.3)
We can solve them in turns of derivatives of the dreibein. Explicitly, one finds the following
expressions:
f1µν = −Sµν , h1µν = αCµν , f2µν = −αDµν + α
(
Pµν −
1
4P gµν
)
− µ2Sµν , (B.4)
where Pµν and Dµν are defined in (3.6). Substituting these solutions back into the action
leads to the following extended Lagrangian density:
L3 = L1 +
α
µ3
SµνC
µν
=
1
µ
ǫµνλ
{
Γρµσ∂νΓ
σ
λρ +
2
3
ΓρµσΓ
σ
ντΓ
τ
λρ +
α
µ2
Rµ
σ∇νRσλ
}
. (B.5)
Applying the same procedure one step further we find the following seven derivative La-
grangian density:
L5 = L3 +
1
µ5
{
β1PµνC
µν + β2DµνC
µν
}
, (B.6)
where β1 and β2 are two dimensionless parameters and Pµν and Dµν are defined in (3.6).
B.1 Linearization
To obtain the quadratic Lagrangian we substitute the fluctuations (3.14) into the ac-
tion (B.1) with m→ µ and a→ α. After making the field redefinitions
k2 → k2 + (µ
2 + αΛ2 )k1 −
αΛ2
8 k and k1 → k1 −
Λ
2 k , (B.7)
we obtain the following quadratic Lagrangian for S3:
L
(2)
3 = L
(2)
1 +
1
µ3
{
k2 a
(
D¯ka + ǫabce¯
bvc
)
+ v1 a
(
D¯va − Λǫabce¯
bkc + ǫabce¯
bkc1
)
+
α
2
k1D¯k1
}
.
(B.8)
Upon eliminating the auxiliary fields by their equations of motion, we find the five derivative
Lagrangian density
L
(2)
3 = −
1
µ
ǫµαρ∇¯αk
ρνGµν(k) +
α
µ3
ǫµαρ∇¯αG
ρν(k)Gµν(k) , (B.9)
where Gµν is defined in (3.19). The linearized equations of motion for the action corre-
sponding to this Lagrangian density can be written as:
(D0DM D˜MDLDRk)µν = 0 , (B.10)
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where (DL/R)ρµ = δ
ρ
µ ± ℓǫµ
αρ∇¯α and the differential operator D
0 is defined in (3.20) while
DM and D˜M are defined as in (4.8) with the mass parameter M given by:
M =
√
M2 − Λ =
√
1
ℓ2
−
µ2
α
. (B.11)
The linear theory hence describes a partially massless mode, and two helicity-±2 massive
modes, with a Fierz-Pauli mass M2 = −µ2/α. Note that the conformal symmetry is
broken due to the additional interaction term. The theory hence propagates three degrees
of freedom, corresponding to the two helicity states of the massive mode and the partially
massless mode.
In accordance with what is expected from the linear spectrum, it is possible to di-
agonalize the quadratic Lagrangian. After making the appropriate field redefinitions the
Lagrangian density (B.8) can be written as:
L
(2)
3 =
1
µ
(
kaLD¯kLa +
1
ℓ
ǫabce¯
akbLk
c
L
)
+
1
µ
(
kaRD¯kRa −
1
ℓ
ǫabce¯
akR
bkcR
)
+
(α− ℓ2µ2)
2µ
ka0D¯k0 a −
1
µ
(
kaM+D¯kM+ a +Mǫabce¯
akbM+k
c
M+
)
(B.12)
−
1
µ
(
kaM−D¯kM− a −Mǫabce¯
akbM−k
c
M−
)
,
where we have assumed that µ2ℓ2 6= α. The modes indexed by L/R/0 or M+/− are anni-
hilated by DL/R/0 and DM/D˜M respectively. The point α = ℓ2µ2 corresponds to a special
case in the linear spectrum where the massive modes become partially massless and degen-
erate with the partially massless mode k0. Note that there is no (finite) parameter choice
possible where the massive mode degenerates with the massless mode and the massive and
the massless sectors come with opposite signs.
B.2 Central charge
The extended Lagrangian (B.1) fits the general model (A.1) with flavor space metric and
structure constants given by
gωω =
1
µ
, gef2 = gωh1 =
1
µ3
, gf1f1 =
α
µ3
, (B.13)
fωωω =
1
µ
, fωef2 = fωωh1 = fef1h1 =
1
µ3
, fωf1f1 =
α
µ3
. (B.14)
The matrix of Poisson brackets (A.10) in the flavor space basis (ω, e, f1, h1, f2) is given by
P =
(
0 0
0 Q
)
, (B.15)
with Q given by
Q =
1
µ3


µ2V f1f1ab −
1
αV
h1h1
ab − 2V
f1f2
[ab] −µ
2V f1eab + V
f2e
ab
1
αV
h1e
ab V
f1e
ab
−µ2V ef1ab + V
ef2
ab µ
2V eeab 0 −V
ee
ab
1
αV
eh1
ab 0 −
1
αV
ee
ab 0
V ef1ab −V
ee
ab 0 0

 . (B.16)
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From (B.15) it is clear that φLL[χ] defined by (A.13) is first class. To show that the brackets
of φdiff [ζ] vanish, we may use that, by virtue of
e[µ
af1 ν] a = e[µ
ah1 ν] a = e[µ
af2 ν] a = 0 , (B.17)
the gauge parameters ξra = a
r
µ aζ
µ satisfy
ei
aξf1a = f1 i
aξea , ei
aξh1a = h1 i
aξea , ei
aξf2a = f2 i
aξea . (B.18)
Using these identities, explicit computation shows that φdiff [ζ] as defined in (A.15) has
weakly vanishing brackets with all other primary constraint functions. It is also possible
to show that the Poisson brackets of φLL[χ] and φdiff [ζ] with the secondary constraints
vanish on the AdS vacuum. This is sufficient to identify them as the generators of the
gauge symmetries at the AdS boundary, since close to the AdS boundary, we may use the
background values for the fields. Then, it becomes possible to split the first class constraint
functions into a set of mutually commuting constraints J± defined by eq. (A.17). From the
background values of the fields we derive that
ξf1a =
1
2ℓ2
ξea , ξ
h1
a = 0 , ξ
f2
a =
1
2ℓ2
(
µ2 −
α
4ℓ2
)
ξea . (B.19)
Upon using the AdS background identities (B.19) in the expression for the boundary
charges (A.21), we find that
δQ±3 [ξ
±] = ±
1
8πµG
∫
∂Σ
dxi ξ±a
(
δωi
a ±
1
ℓ
δei
a
)
, (B.20)
where we have reinstated the overall factor of κ2 = 8πG. Following the asymptotic analysis
of section 4.2, this leads to a central charge given by,
c3 = −c˜3 =
3
2µG
. (B.21)
We observe that the result does not depend on the new coupling constant α. This is
consistent with the result of section 4.4 which states that the central charge in the odd
sector is universal.
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